
Using Applications  
to Tackle Tasks

 Learning Objectives

 Chapter Goal
To learn about the types of applications available and be able to select 
an appropriate application for the task you need to complete

4.1  Explain the ways in which application software is classified, 
sold, and licensed.

4.2  Differentiate between types of business productivity 
software and select the right tool for a task.

4.3  Explain how personal productivity and lifestyle software can 
assist individuals and families.

4.4  Describe and differentiate between the types of graphics 
and multimedia software available.

4.5  Explain the types of game software available and how to 
determine a game’s age appropriateness.

4.6  Explain the ways that communication software enables 
people to work together.

Chapter 4
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Distinguishing between Types  
of Application Software
Application software enables users to do useful and fun things with a computer. 
Applications are available for almost every computing need you can imagine, and 
you will learn about many of them in this chapter. You can start to gain a deeper 
understanding of software by seeing how it’s classified according to some basic char-
acteristics, such as the number of intended users, the type of device on which it will 
function, and how it’s sold and licensed.

Individual, Group, or Enterprise Use
One way to categorize applications is according to the numbers of people they serve 
at once. Individual application software—such as a word processor, accounting 
package, or game—generally serves only one person at a time. Most of the software 
on a typical home computer falls into this category.
 Collaboration software (also called groupware) enables people at separate com-
puters to work together on the same document or project. For example, a team of 
developers might use group management software on their local area network to col-
laborate on documents, communicate (via messaging, email, and video chat), and 
share calendars and databases.
 Vertical application software is a complete package of programs that work 
together to perform core business functions for a large organization. For example, 
a bank might have a mainframe computer at its corporate headquarters. The main-
frame is connected to conventional terminals in branch offices, and those terminals  
are used by managers, tellers, loan officers, and other employees. All financial trans-
actions are fed to the central computer for processing. The system then generates 
managers’ reports, account statements, and other essential documents. This type of 
software is usually custom built and is frequently found in the banking, insurance, 
and retail industries.

Desktop Applications versus Mobile Apps
Another way to distinguish applications is to look at what types of devices they are 
designed to be used on. A desktop application, as the name suggests, is designed to 
be run on full-featured desktop and notebook computers. Desktop applications take 
up a lot of storage space—sometimes 1 gigabyte (GB) or more—and may include 
additional software tools that support the main program. In contrast, an application 
designed for tablets and smartphones—popularly known as an app—is designed to 
be compact and to run quickly and efficiently on minimal hardware. Whereas desktop 
applications may be installed from a CD or DVD, apps are usually downloaded from 

4.1  Precheck 4.1 
Check your understanding 
of the concepts covered  
by this objective.

 Tracking Down Tech ❯❯❯❯❯❯❯
Everyday Applications
Many people use computer applications on a daily 
basis to accomplish their work, keep their homes and 
families organized, and entertain themselves. By seeing 
what applications other people have found useful, 

you can get ideas for how you might use a computer 
yourself. Complete this scavenger hunt to discover what 
applications your friends, coworkers, classmates, and 
family members use in their daily activities.
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an online store (such as the Apple Store or Windows Store) through a store app that 
comes with the device.

Software Sales and Licensing
Application software can also be categorized by the way it’s developed and sold. The 
three main types of software distribution are commercial software, shareware, and 
freeware (see Figure 4.1).

Commercial Software Commercial software is created by a company (or an 
individual, in rare cases) that takes on all the financial risk for its development and dis-
tribution upfront. The programmers, testers, DVD copiers, box designers, attorneys, 

 Tracking Down Tech ❯❯❯❯❯❯❯

The App-ification of the Software Industry
As more and more people switch to mobile devices as 
their primary computing tools, apps are becoming an 
increasingly larger share of the software market. The Apple 
Store has over 1.5 million apps for the iPhone and iPad, 
and more are being added every day. App developers have 
earned more than $25 billion from Apple Store sales.
 A key characteristic of most apps is their specialization: 
each app performs one task, or a narrow range of tasks. 
Rather than purchase a large suite of applications, as for a 
desktop, a mobile user can select a customized combina-
tion of apps that accomplish the specific tasks he or she 
needs to perform, such as playing music clips, brows-
ing a certain social networking site, or checking stock 

prices. Apps are typically very inexpensive ($5 or less), so 
consumers can afford to take chances on new apps that 
promise new capabilities.
 This trend toward specialized apps has affected the 
software industry overall. As consumers become accus-
tomed to using a different app for each task they perform, 
they start looking at desktop software in new ways. In the 
future, you may see desktop software become more com-
pact, more specialized, and simpler to install and remove. 
App popularity is also encouraging programmers to work 
independently to develop and sell their own apps, rather 
than work with large software development teams on large 
desktop applications. 

Hotspot

Figure 4.1 Activity 4.1.1

Practice
Software Distribution 
Types
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and others involved in developing, producing, and marketing the software are all paid 
in advance to create a commercial product that the company then sells to the public. 
You can purchase commercial software as a boxed product in a retail store or as an 
online product from the company’s website or an online store (see Figure 4.2).
 Some software isn’t installed on your computer but rather is accessed from the Internet 
or from a secure cloud. This arrangement is sometimes called Software as a Service (SaaS). 
SaaS has several advantages over traditionally installed software. For instance, it requires 
little or no local storage space, and you never have to worry about downloading updates, 
fixes, or new editions. Also, your data files can be stored in a secure online location, so 
you don’t have to back them up to ensure their safety. SaaS is typically less expensive than 
an equivalent retail boxed product too. However, SaaS requires that you be connected 
to the Internet to use the software, so it isn’t suitable for people with slow or unreliable 
Internet connections. (SaaS is also discussed in Chapter 7.)
 Because developing commercial software is a big financial risk, the companies 
involved in producing it want to make sure that everyone who uses the software pays 
for it. Stealing commercial software by using it without paying is called software 
piracy and costs companies millions of dollars a year. To cut down on piracy, many 
companies include various kinds of protective measures in their applications.
 The most common antipiracy measure is to write the software’s Setup program 
so that it requires the user to enter a registration key. A registration key, sometimes 
called an installation key, is a string of characters that uniquely identifies the user’s 
purchase of the software. On a retail boxed product, the registration key is typically 
printed on the disk’s sleeve or packaging. For an online purchase, the registration key 
is delivered in an email.
 For additional protection, some software requires activation. If you don’t activate the 
software within a certain number of days, it stops working. Activation is a process that 
generates a unique code based on the hardware in your computer and the registration 
key you used when installing the software. This unique code is sent online to the com-
pany’s registration database and effectively locks that registration code to your current 
hardware. If you try to activate another copy of the software on a different computer, 
the database may not accept it. Most products that require activation allow you to install 
them on two computers (sometimes more). If you reach the install limit and the product 

Activity 4.1.3

Video
Applications  
on the Web

Activity 4.1.2

Video
Installing Applications

You can purchase Office 
Home & Student 2016 
online at Microsoft.com, 
or as a boxed product in 
a local store.

Figure 4.2
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won’t activate, you can call the customer support line for the developer and ask for addi-
tional activations. These requests are usually granted (within reason).
 When you buy commercial software, you aren’t really buying the software itself but 
rather the right to use it in ways that the license agreement permits. The license agreement 
(sometimes called an End User License Agreement, or EULA) is the legal information that’s 
included in the software packaging or that appears onscreen during setup and asks for 
your compliance. A license agreement may specify, for instance, the number of computers 
on which you can legally install the software for your personal use. It may also limit the 
purposes for which the software may be used. For example, some versions of software are 
licensed only for use by individuals, students, and nonprofit organizations.
 Most PC software is licensed on an individual copy basis, but other license types 
are also available. For example, Microsoft allows a business to buy a site license for 
many of its products. A site license grants permission to make multiple copies of 
the software and install it on multiple computers. A site license can allow either 
per-user or per-seat use. A per-user site license grants use by a certain number of 
users, regardless of the number of computers. A per-seat site license grants use for 
a certain number of computers, regardless of the number of users. See Figure 4.3 for 
an example showing the difference between the two types of licenses.

Activity 4.1.4

Article
Software Licensing 
Arrangements

Purchasing and Downloading Software Online
Buying commercial software online and downloading it  
to your computer is more convenient than purchasing a 
CD or DVD at a store and taking it home to install it. To 
purchase the software online, you can use a credit card 
or an online payment system (such as PayPal). After you 
do so, you receive a download link on a web page or in 
an email (or both). You click that link to download an 
installer file and then run the installer to set up the 
application. To complete the installation, you might need 

a code or password; you should receive that from the 
seller in an email too.
 It’s important to keep that code somewhere safe, 
because you will need it if you ever reinstall the software. 
You might also need it to get the discounted price when 
buying an upgrade for the software later. You should store 
the code somewhere other than on your hard drive, such 
as on a hard copy with your important papers or on a 
cloud storage drive.

 Practical TECH

Figure 4.3
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 Many large companies have specialized software needs that can’t be met by the 
mainstream commercial software available. Such companies can choose an off-the-
shelf application and then hire programmers to write add-ons and customizations for 
it, or they can hire developers to create custom software. Although developing custom 
software costs many thousands of dollars upfront, a company can make up that invest-
ment over time through increased worker productivity.

Shareware and Freeware Many small software development companies struggle 
to get the public’s attention for their products. One way that many companies have 
increased their popularity is to offer their software as shareware. With a shareware 
product, you can try it before you buy it. You can download a trial version for free 
and use it for a specified number of days or use a limited set of features. If you like 
the program, you can buy a registration key that will unlock the rest of the features or 
remove the time limit. Most shareware has a time or feature limitation that lasts until 
you pay for the product.
 Software that’s made available at no charge is known as freeware. Because freeware 
is often developed by individuals rather than companies, the quality varies and so do 
the levels of documentation and support available. The developer of freeware may 
retain its copyright or give up the copyright and make the program available in the 
public domain. If a program is in the public domain, other people can do what they 
like with it. In addition, the developer usually makes the source code available so 
others can modify and improve the program.

Using Business Productivity Software
No matter what the business or industry, certain common tasks need to be performed. 
For example, businesses must do the following:

• Communicate with customers, suppliers, and coworkers
• Store information about customers, products, services, and orders
• Schedule meetings and other activities that involve people, locations, and 

equipment
• Market the product or service to potential customers
• Make and receive payments and maintain accurate financial records
• Analyze current trends to predict future needs

Activity 4.1.5

Video
Shareware and Freeware

4.2  Precheck 4.2 
Check your understanding 
of the concepts covered  
by this objective.

Paying for Shareware
Some shareware is distributed through an honor system. 
The developer makes available to the public a full-featured 
version of the program with no time limits and asks people 
to send in money if they like and continue to use the 
product. This distribution method worked well in the early 
days of the Internet. At that time, most of the people who 
downloaded shareware were tech enthusiasts—among 
them, many programmers who understood the time and 
effort put into developing shareware. But today, shareware 

developers who don’t demand payment by limiting the 
program’s features or usage time seldom get paid.
 Suppose you download a shareware application for free 
and digitally sign a license agreement in which you prom-
ise to pay for the software if you continue to use it after 14 
days. Will you make that payment if you use the software 
beyond the 14-day limit? Why or why not? Does it matter 
how much the payment is or what payment methods are 
available?

  Tech Ethics
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 Business productivity software can help with all these activities. You can purchase 
several applications to perform specific activities, or you can use a suite of related 
applications to perform multiple tasks. Table 4.1 provides some examples of business 
productivity software.

Word-Processing Software
Word-processing software can be used to create most kinds of printed docu-
ments, including letters, labels, newsletters, brochures, reports, and certificates. 
Word-processing programs are the most widely used of all software applications in 
business, because nearly every company needs to generate some type of printed infor-
mation. Word-processing programs are often available for more than one operating 
system. For example, versions of Microsoft Word are available for both the Windows 

Table 4.1 Examples of Business Productivity Software

Category Example(s) Common Uses

Word processing WordPad
Microsoft Word
Corel WordPerfect

Prepare correspondence (letters, 
envelopes), labels, reports, and book 
manuscripts.

Desktop publishing Microsoft Publisher
QuarkXPress
Adobe InDesign

Design and produce newsletters, 
advertisements, brochures, books, 
and magazines.

Spreadsheet Microsoft Excel Record and organize numerical data 
and prepare summary charts and 
reports.

Database management Microsoft Access Provide structured data storage for 
customer, order, and product records 
and prepare reports and charts 
based on the data.

Presentation graphics Microsoft PowerPoint Design and produce text- and 
graphics-based slides for 
presentations.

Personal information  
manager (PIM) 

Microsoft Outlook Schedule appointments and tasks 
and store contact information; may 
also send and receive email.

Project management Microsoft Project Schedule and track stages and tasks 
of complex projects that involve 
people, locations, and equipment.

Accounting Intuit QuickBooks Record and analyze financial 
data, including bank accounts, 
transactions, inventory, and payroll.
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operating system and Mac OS X. Figure 4.4 shows the Windows version of Microsoft 
Word 2016.
 You can start a new word-processing document from a blank page, or you can use 
a previously created and stored model called a template. Microsoft Word provides 
access to a large library of templates that are stored online. Templates are available to 
help you create newsletters, flyers, reports, greeting cards, certificates, and many more 
document types.
 After creating a document, you can freely type and edit the text by using the key-
board’s arrow keys to move the insertion point (blinking vertical cursor). You can 
use the Backspace key to remove text to the left of the insertion point and the Delete 
key to remove text to the right. To delete an entire block of text, you select the text by 
dragging across it with the mouse and then press Delete.
 Perhaps the most valued editing feature in a word-processing program is the 
spelling checker; it checks each word in a document against a word list or dictionary 
and identifies possible errors. A spelling checker isn’t context sensitive, however. This 
means that it won’t flag words that are spelled correctly but used incorrectly—for 
example, the use of their when there is correct.
 A grammar checker checks a document for common errors in grammar, usage, 
and mechanics. Using a grammar checker is no substitute for the careful review of a 
knowledgeable editor, but running a grammar check 
can be useful for identifying problems such as run-on 
sentences, sentence fragments, double negatives, and 
misplaced apostrophes.
 Word-processing software allows many different 
types of formatting—that is, manipulation of the 
text to change its appearance at the word, paragraph, 
or document level. Text formatting is applied to 

Microsoft Word 2016 offers 
a comprehensive set of tools 
for creating and modifying 
text and images in word- 
processing documents. The 
tools are displayed in a ribbon 
interface and organized in 
tabs, groups, and buttons for 
easy access.

Figure 4.4

 Hands On
Using a Word Template  
to Create a Flyer
Using the templates in Microsoft Word to create docu-
ments is very easy. Follow the steps in this resource to 
create a flyer in Word 2016.
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individual characters of text; you can change the font, size, and color of the text. 
Paragraph formatting is applied to entire paragraphs at a time; you can adjust the 
line spacing, indentation, horizontal alignment between margins, and use of bulleted 
and numbered lists. Document formatting (also called page formatting or section for-
matting) is applied to the entire document, page, or section; you can set the paper size, 
margins, number of columns, and background color. To save time and ensure consis-
tency, you can create and apply styles to a document. A style is a named combination 
of formats; for instance, you can apply a certain font size, font color, and horizontal 
alignment to all headings in a document.
 After creating a document, you can save it for later use and perhaps print a hard 
copy of it and/or send it to someone by email. In Microsoft Word, when you open 
the controls for printing, you see a print preview of the document. If you see any 
problems in the document, you can go back and fix them before completing the print 
command. Figure 4.5 shows the Print controls in Word 2016.

Desktop Publishing Software
Desktop publishing software allows users to create documents with complex page 
layouts that include text and graphics of various types. At a very basic level, desktop 
publishing software is similar to word-processing software. Both can be used to 
combine text and graphics to create many different types of documents. However, 
desktop publishing software is more sophisticated and more focused on the page 
layout; it enables many complex layout and typesetting actions. People who design 
books, magazines, and advertising use desktop publishing software to create professional- 
quality layouts.
 Consumer-level desktop publishing software is available (such as Microsoft 
Publisher), but most desktop publishing software is oriented toward professionals. 
Programs such as Adobe InDesign and QuarkXPress are expensive and take a lot of 

In Microsoft Word 2016, the 
Print Preview feature allows 
you to see exactly what your 
document will look like when 
you print it.

Figure 4.5
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time and experience to master. Even so, they are rich in features and can create nearly 
any special effect you can imagine in print.
 A key feature of most desktop publishing software is that all content exists in 
movable frames. Text isn’t placed directly on the background but is contained in one 
or more frames. This feature makes it easy to create multicolumn layouts and have 
each column be the exact size and shape you want. To help the designer position the 
floating frames consistently from page to page, page templates provide nonprinting 
column and margin guide lines onscreen.
 InDesign, a feature-rich program from Adobe Systems, allows the user to create 
a master page that establishes the formats of repeating elements (such as the page 
number and the chapter number and title) on all pages of a publication. InDesign 
also includes page description features that allow the user to determine how each page 
will look. Graphics can be cropped and placed precisely on the page. When a graphic 
is inserted into a publication, InDesign displays tiny rectangles at its edges; dragging 
the rectangles to the desired position allows resizing of the graphic. This textbook was 
designed and laid out in InDesign (see Figure 4.6).

Spreadsheet Software
Spreadsheet software provides a means of organizing, calculating, and presenting 
financial, statistical, and other numerical information. For example, an instruc-
tor might use a spreadsheet to calculate student grades. Microsoft Excel is the most 
popular spreadsheet software in use today; it has no major competitors, although a few 
open source and web-based spreadsheet applications are available.
 Businesspeople use spreadsheets to evaluate alternative scenarios when making 
financial decisions—“what if?” calculations. For example, an event planner might ask, 
“What if the cost of staffing goes up but the cost of paper supplies goes down? How 
will our budget be affected?” These types of questions can be answered quickly and 

Figure 4.6

High-quality color publications such as textbooks can be designed and produced using 
desktop publishing software like Adobe InDesign.
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accurately using a spreadsheet. A numerical value and a mathematical formula are 
entered into the spreadsheet, as shown in Figure 4.7, and then the numerical values 
are changed to represent different scenarios.
 Some types of data manipulation are too complex to set up as formulas. To allow 
working with these data, the software provides functions, which are named, preset 
actions, such as calculations, logical operations, and transformations. For example, 
the AVERAGE function counts the number of values, sums them, and then divides 
by the number of values, and the PMT function calculates the payments for a loan 
based on its terms.
 “What if?” calculations are useful in making decisions at home as well. For example, 
when deciding what type of mortgage loan to apply for, prospective homeowners can 
compare two or more loans side by side to determine which one saves them the most 
money or has the lowest monthly payment.
 Some common features of spreadsheets include the following:

• Grid. Spreadsheets display numbers and text in a matrix (or grid) formed of 
columns and rows. Each intersection, or cell, has a unique address that consists 
of the column and row designations. Columns are usually identified alphabet-
ically, and rows are numbered. For example, cell address A1 refers to the cell 
located at the intersection of column A and row 1.

• Formatting. Numbers may be formatted in a variety of ways, including decimal 
point placement (1.00, 0.001), currency value 
($, £, ¥), or positive or negative quantity (1.00, 
–1.00). Cells can be bordered and shaded, and 
text can be presented in different fonts, sizes, 
and colors.

• Formulas. Mathematical formulas—ranging 
from addition to standard deviation—can be 

Using a spreadsheet like 
this one in Excel 2016 helps 
analyze numerical data—in 
this case, to determine 
whether a project is within 
its budget.

Figure 4.7

 Hands On
Creating an Excel Spreadsheet
The simple exercise in this resource shows you 
the basics of creating a spreadsheet in Microsoft 
Excel 2016.
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entered into cells, and they can process infor-
mation derived from other cells. Formulas use 
cell addresses, not cell contents. For example, 
a formula might direct a program to multiply 
cell F1 by cell A4, and then it will multiply 
the numerical contents of the two cells. The 
use of cell addresses means that a spreadsheet 
can automatically update the result if the value 
in a cell changes. A spreadsheet formula always 
begins with an equal symbol (=), like this: 
=F1*A4.

• Charting. A chart is a visual representation of 
data that often makes the data easier to read and understand. Spreadsheet 
programs allow users to display selected data in line, bar, pie, and other chart 
forms.

• Macros. Most spreadsheets allow the user to create a macro, which is a set of 
commands that automates complex or repetitive actions. For example, a macro 
can be created to check sales figures to see if they meet quotas and then compile 
a separate chart for those figures that do not. The macro will automatically 
perform all the steps required.

Database Management Software
Before computers, employee, voter, and customer records were typically placed in file 
folders and stored in metal cabinets, along with thousands of other folders. Locating 
a particular folder could be time consuming and frustrating, even if the records were 
stored in an organized manner.
 Many of these manual storage systems have been replaced with electronic data-
bases, which use software to manage data more efficiently. A database is a collection 
of data organized in one or more data tables. Each data table contains records. A 
record is a collection of all the data about one specific instance, such as a person, a 
business, an item, or a transaction. Each individual piece of data in a record is called 
a field, and each field is filled with data related to its field name. For example, in a 
database that stores information about customers, FirstName is one field name and 
LastName is another field name. Each record in a table uses the same field names, 
and you can sort and filter the database by one or more of those field names. For 
example, in the customer database, you can filter it to display only records for which 
the City field shows “Chicago.” You can also provide multiple filter criteria, such as 
only records in which the City is Chicago and the transaction date is less than six 
months ago.
 The software you use to manage a database is called a database management 
system (DBMS). A large database (sometimes called an enterprise database) is 
stored on a server and managed using professional tools such as Oracle Database and 
structured query language (SQL). The data can be stored on a local server or on a 
remote server accessed through a company’s data network or a cloud. Multiple users 
can update and query the database simultaneously using any of a variety of interfaces, 
both command line and graphical.
 Personal DBMS applications (such as Microsoft Access and FileMaker Pro) enable 
ordinary users to create and manage databases on a small scale. Personal DBMS appli-
cations usually have a friendly graphical user interface (GUI) and many tools for easily 

  Tech Career Explorer
Microsoft Certifications
If you like working with applications and helping other 
people figure them out, look into certification as a 
Microsoft Office Specialist (MOS) or a Microsoft Certified 
Trainer (MCT). Becoming a MOS involves testing your 
ability to use Office applications. To learn more, complete 
this exercise.
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generating helper objects, such as data entry forms and printable reports. Figure 4.8 
shows a data table in Microsoft Access.
 Most databases have more than one table, and all the tables are somehow related. 
Such a database is known as a relational database. Figure 4.9 shows a relationships 
diagram for a database that keeps track of product sales. Notice the tables that have 
relationships to the Orders table: Customers, Order Details, and Salespeople. When 
a customer places an order, the salesperson opens an order entry form and chooses his 
or her own name from the list of salespeople on the form (from the Salespeople table). 

Figure 4.9

Activity 4.2.1

Practice
A Relational Database 
Example

This example shows relationships for a business database that tracks orders.

Microsoft Access displays 
tables in a spreadsheet-like 
grid for easy browsing.

Figure 4.8

Table name

Field

Field name

Record
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The salesperson then uses a link to the Customers table to locate the customer’s account 
details and link them to the order. The salesperson selects the items the customer wants 
from a link from the Products table and specifies a quantity for each product; that data 
is then added to the Order Details table. As the salesperson adds each item to the order, 
the database interface checks the inventory level in the Inventory table for each ordered 
product and alerts the salesperson if any items are out of stock.
 Databases are most often created by computer professionals but used by ordinary 
end users. Whereas the developer who creates a database might interact with the 
database by typing text commands at a command line prompt on an enterprise-level 
system, hundreds of clerks and administrative assistants in multiple locations might 
access the database via a graphical point-and-click interface. Because the people who 
use the database may not have the same level of expertise as its developer, most database 
systems enable the developer to create helper objects to make the database friendlier 
and more easily accessed for end-users. Helper objects can include the following:

• Forms. A form is an easy-to-navigate, onscreen document that enables end 
users to enter, edit, delete, and search for records.

• Reports. A report is an attractively laid out, printable document that summa-
rizes raw data with subtotals and other calculations.

• Queries. A query is a set of saved sort-and-filter specifications that show only 
certain records and fields based on specified criteria. Queries can also be used to 
temporarily join records from multiple tables, so the combined data set can be 
used for a report, form, or other query.

• Macros. A macro is a saved group of commands that can be executed with a 
single command.

Tables, forms, reports, queries, and macros are all objects in the database.

Presentation Graphics Software
Anyone who has attended group lectures or presentations knows how boring they can 
be. One way to make a presentation more interesting is to use presentation graphics 
software. Presentation graphics software allows users to create computerized slide 

With presentation graphics software, you can create slide shows that combine text, graphics, 
audio, and video.
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shows that combine text, numbers, animation, 
and graphics, as well as audio and video. Microsoft 
PowerPoint is the most popular application in this 
category.
 A slide is an individual page or screen that’s 
created in presentation graphics software. A slide 
show may consist of any number of individual 
slides. For example, a sales representative might use 
a slide show to promote a product to customers; the electronic format allows featuring 
key components of the product. An instructor might use a slide show to accompany 
a lecture and make it more engaging and informative. A businessperson might use a 
slide show to deliver information and present strategies at a meeting.
 Presentation software accepts content in a variety of external formats, such as text, 
photos, videos, and music. With the software, users can repurpose existing content in 
new ways to suit different audiences. Users can also incorporate ready-made, royalty- 
free drawings by using clip art from online repositories such as Office.com (for 
Microsoft products, including PowerPoint). Figure 4.10 shows several examples of the 
types of content you can create and import in PowerPoint.
 A presentation can be delivered by computer in a real-time environment with a 
live audience—either in person or remotely over the Internet—or it can be recorded 

With Microsoft PowerPoint, users can create slides with rich content, including appealing backgrounds, effective 
titles and subheads, compelling bullet points, colorful charts and graphs, clear flowcharts, interesting photos, 
and even audio, video, web links, and other media elements.

Figure 4.10

 Hands On
Exploring PowerPoint
Follow the steps in this resource to create a PowerPoint 
presentation that will take you on a tour of the program’s 
basic features.
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to a computer file for later playback. In addition to presenting a slide show on a 
computer, the user can also output the slides in a variety of ways, including DVD 
videos, still-image graphics (one graphic per slide), portable document format (PDF) 
files, and hard-copy handouts.

Software Suites
Some software vendors bundle and sell a group of applications as a single package 
called a software suite. Microsoft Office is the best-known software suite; it consists 
of a word-processing program (Microsoft Word), a spreadsheet program (Microsoft 
Excel), a presentation application (Microsoft PowerPoint), and an email and personal 
information manager (Microsoft Outlook). Some versions of Microsoft Office 
contain other programs too, such as a DBMS (Microsoft Access) and a note-organiz-
ing program (Microsoft OneNote).
 A software suite is typically less expensive than the combined cost of the applications 
when purchased separately. Because all the applications are designed with a common 
interface, the basic features and functions work the same way in every program. This 
means there’s less to learn when you start using an unfamiliar application.
 Another advantage of software suites is their ability to share content between appli-
cations. For example, both Microsoft Word and Microsoft PowerPoint easily accept 
charts and spreadsheets from Microsoft Excel. You can freely copy and paste these 
materials between applications. You can also link or embed content from one appli-
cation or data file into another. When you embed content, the pasted content retains 
its memory of what application it came from, and if you double-click that embedded 
content, it reopens in its native application. When you link content from one data file 
to another, the pasted content retains its memory of not only its original application 
but also its original data file. If the original data file changes, the linked content in 
another file changes automatically the next time that other file is opened. Embedding 
and linking are parts of the content-sharing feature in Windows and Office programs 
known as object linking and embedding (OLE). You don’t have to have a software 
suite to use OLE; it works between any applications that support it (and most do).

Personal Information Management (PIM) Software
Businesspeople need to keep in contact with a wide variety of people such as custom-
ers, suppliers, and coworkers, and they need to organize the contact information for 

Syncing between Phones and Computers
Many smartphones have calendar, email, contacts, and to-do 
list utilities. If your phone and your computer run operating 
systems by the same company (for example, if they are both 
Apple or both Microsoft) and the PIM application on your 
computer is also by that manufacturer, then you should have 
no trouble setting up the application to synchronize PIM data 
between the two devices without any special setup.
 If your phone and computer have different platforms 
(such as an iPhone and a Windows desktop or a Windows 

phone and an Apple Macintosh notebook), then synchro-
nization may be more difficult. If you have a Windows phone 
and a Mac computer, download the Windows Phone for 
Mac application from Microsoft (available at http://CUT6 
.emcp.net/WindowsPhone). If you have an iPhone and a 
Windows computer, you can use the iTunes application to 
synchronize your phone and Microsoft Outlook, as described 
at http://CUT6.emcp.net/SyncingMSContacts.

 Practical TECH
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all these individuals, along with their scheduled meetings and phone calls. Personal 
information management (PIM) software fulfills this need by providing an address 
book, calendar, and to-do list in one convenient interface. Some PIM software also 
sends and receives email. Microsoft Outlook is best known as an email application, but 
it also offers a full array of PIM components, including Calendar, People, Tasks, and 
Notes (see Figure 4.11).
 Some people choose to use online PIM tools rather than tools that are installed 
on their individual devices. One popular online PIM tool is Google Calendar, which 
allows multiple people to share calendars. With an online calendar, contact list, and 
to-do list, you don’t have to worry about the copy on any of your devices ever being 
out of sync.

Project Management Software
Many businesses regularly engage in planning and designing projects, as well as sched-
uling and controlling the various activities that occur throughout the term of a project. 
For example, before a construction firm begins to erect a building, it needs to develop 
a comprehensive plan for completing the structure. During planning, an architect 
prepares a detailed building design, or set of blueprints. Schedules are then prepared 
so that workers, building materials, and other resources are available when needed. 
Once construction begins, all activities are monitored and controlled to ensure that 
they are started and completed on schedule.
 Before computers were available, projects like this were planned, designed, sched-
uled, and controlled manually. Today, these tasks are performed electronically using 
project management software. This type of software helps manage complex projects 
by keeping track of schedules, constraints, and budgets. It can be used for most 
kinds of projects, including those involving construction, software development, 

Activity 4.2.2

Article
Project Management 
Software

Microsoft Outlook includes 
a full-featured calendar 
application.

Figure 4.11
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and manufacturing. The most frequently used project management software today is 
Microsoft Project; it helps users optimize the planning of projects and track schedules 
and budgets.

Accounting Software
Keeping track of a business’s financial affairs can be complicated—much too compli-
cated to manage with a simple spreadsheet. Accounting software integrates all the 
financial activities of a company into a single interface. It can track money coming 
in and going out; monitor bank account transactions and statements (including con-
necting online to the bank); create purchase orders, estimates, and invoices; and even 
process employee time cards and payroll.
 Large businesses typically have their own enterprise-level software that multiple 
users can access simultaneously from different computers. Small businesses might use 
an off-the-shelf product, such as Intuit QuickBooks (shown in Figure 4.12) or Sage 
50 Accounting (formerly Peachtree Accounting). Accounting software can save money 
for a small business because a full-time accountant is not needed. Office workers can 
handle the bulk of the accounting throughout the year, with an accountant involved 
only at tax time.

Note-Taking Software
Gathering information often involves collecting multiple types of input. For example, 
if you are researching a new product, you might have digital ink sketches made at a 
planning meeting, handwritten notes, typed notes in several different formats, website 
addresses, and photos from a digital camera. Microsoft OneNote, which is included in 
some versions of the Office suite, enables users to collect many types of data in a single 
place. It integrates with the OneNote app on a Windows phone or tablet, so you can 
take photos and collect information wherever you are. An alternative to OneNote is 
Evernote, which has similar features.

Intuit QuickBooks helps small 
businesses manage their 
accounting and finances.

Figure 4.12
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Selecting Personal Productivity  
and Lifestyle Software
Personal software is designed for individuals to use for their own enrichment and 
entertainment. If you want to accomplish a task that isn’t related to your work, chances 
are you can find an application that will help you do it more easily. Popular catego-
ries of personal software include lifestyle and hobby, personal finance and tax, legal 
document preparation, and educational and reference.

Lifestyle and Hobby Software
Lifestyle and hobby applications help you live the way you want to live and make the 
most of your special interests. Here are just a few examples:

• Home and garden architecture. Plan the home you want to build and where 
to put the furniture. Lay out your garden, specifying the location for each plant.

• Diet and fitness. Track your calorie intake, and plan and track your exercise 
and fitness activities.

• Home inventory. Create a database listing everything you own; you can use it 
to file an insurance claim for a disaster such as a fire.

All the things that these specialized applications do can also be accomplished using 
general purpose software; you don’t necessarily need special programs. For example, 
you can do home design using a CAD program, track diet and fitness using a spread-
sheet, or create a home inventory using a DBMS—if you know how to use these 
general purpose programs. The specialized programs are designed to be simple, so you 
can enjoy their benefits without having any previous software experience.

Legal Software
Legal software is designed to help 
analyze, plan, and prepare a variety of 
legal documents, including wills and 
trusts. It can also be used to prepare 
other legal documents, such as the 
forms required for real estate purchases 
and sales, rental contracts, and estate 
planning. Included in most packages 
are standard templates for various legal 
documents, along with suggestions for 
preparing them.
 This type of program begins by 
asking the user to select the type of 
document he or she wants to prepare. 
To complete a document, the user may 
need to answer a series of questions or enter information into a form. Once that 
task has been completed, the software adapts the final document to meet the indi-
vidual’s needs. After a document has been prepared, it can be sent to the appropriate 
department, agency, or court for processing and registration. It’s always a good idea to 
have an attorney review documents to make certain they are correct and legal in the 
intended state or local jurisdiction.

4.3  Precheck 4.3 
Check your understanding 
of the concepts covered  
by this objective.
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Personal Finance and Tax Software
Personal finance software helps users pay bills, balance checkbooks, track income 
and expenses, maintain investment records, and perform other financial activities. 
Figure 4.13 shows Intuit Quicken, which is a popular personal finance application. 
This software also enables users to view reports and charts that show how they are 
spending their money.
 Some personal finance programs provide services on the Internet and web. Users 
can go online to learn the status of their investments and insurance coverage, for 
example. They can also conduct normal banking transactions, such as accessing 
and printing bank statements that show summaries of monthly transactions. These 
programs can perform most of the financial activities that used to require mail or 
telephone contact.
 Tax preparation software is designed to aid in analyzing federal and state tax 
status, as well as preparing and filing tax returns. Most tax preparation programs 
provide tips that can help identify deductions, possibly resulting in great savings. Some 
programs include actual state and federal tax forms for entering tax data. Programs 
that don’t include these forms provide instructions for downloading them from the 
software publisher’s website. Completed tax returns can be printed for mailing or filed 
electronically. Because federal and state tax laws change frequently (as do tax forms), 
users should be sure to use the software version for the appropriate year or period.

Educational and Reference Software
A computer can be an unparalleled learning tool, especially with the wealth of resources 
available online. Among the free educational and reference materials on websites are 
online dictionaries and encyclopedias. You can also purchase educational and reference 
software—either on a CD or DVD for local use on your personal computer or as a sub-
scription to an online learning service. You might even take classes at colleges and univer-
sities that are delivered entirely through Internet-accessed software.

Figure 4.13

Quicken, by Intuit, is a popular 
application for managing 
personal finances. It includes 
easy-to-use tools for paying 
bills, balancing a checkbook, 
tracking income and expenses, 
maintaining investment records, 
and performing other financial 
tasks.
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Encyclopedias and Dictionaries Almost everyone has used an encyclopedia or 
dictionary at one time or another. An encyclopedia is a comprehensive reference work 
that contains articles on a broad range of subjects. Before computers, encyclopedias 

To Catch a Plagiarist
Think twice about getting a term paper from an essay-writing 
website or online database. State-of-the-art antiplagiarism 
software can expose your cheating in a nanosecond.
 Plagiarism—the passing off of someone else’s writing 
as your own—has become epidemic on college cam-
puses. According to one study, 36 percent of students 
admit to having plagiarized a written paper during their 
college careers. The reasons for the growth of this behav-
ior may be varied. For instance, some college students 
left high school without being properly educated in citing 
sources for research papers. Also, today’s students, who 
file-swap music without a care, have a foggier definition 
of concepts such as copyright. And of course, using the 
Internet makes finding information and then copying and 
pasting it into a document all too easy.
 

 To combat the misappropriation of the written word, 
colleges are turning to software such as Turnitin and 
SafeAssign. These antiplagiarism programs generate a 
“digital fingerprint” of a document that has been submitted 
electronically. The document’s verbal patterns are cross-
checked against a huge database of Internet, newspaper, 
and encyclopedia archives, as well as previously submitted 
student work. Suspicious sentences and paragraphs are 
highlighted, and source matches are annotated. The thiev-
ing writer is busted in seconds.
 Students can also use plagiarism-detection programs 
as self-screening tools to make sure they present and 
cite information properly. And even for classes whose 
professors don’t use these programs, their very existence 
discourages students from copycat writing.

Cutting Edge

This example from Turnitin shows the overall percentage of nonoriginal work in the submitted 
paper and identifies specific copied passages and their sources.
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and dictionaries were available only in book form. Now, they are available both on the 
web and on DVDs you can purchase. Figure 4.14 shows a word that’s been looked up 
at Dictionary.com.

Tutorials Many people learn new skills by using computer-driven tutorials. A tutorial 
is a form of instruction in which the student is guided step by step through the learning 
process. Tutorials are sometimes referred to as computer-based training (CBT) or web-
based training (WBT). 
 Tutorials are available for almost all subjects, including how to assemble a bicycle, 
use a word processor, and write a letter. The student and instructor resources for this 

Activity 4.3.1

Article
Computer-Based  
Learning

If you type a word or phrase 
into the search text box at 
a dictionary site such as 
Dictionary.com, a definition will 
appear. Some online dictionar-
ies include features such as 
audio pronunciations, images, 
and example sentences.

Figure 4.14

Should You Cite Wikis in Academic Papers?
Wikipedia is the world’s largest and most popular online 
encyclopedia; it contains entries on millions of topics. The 
term wiki refers to an online application that allows people 
to collaborate by uploading and editing content. In other 
words, a wiki is a shared project in which anyone may 
participate.
 Some quality safeguards are in place to prevent 
obvious untruths from being stated in wikis. But wikis 
are by nature vulnerable to containing misinformation, 
whether it’s placed there accidentally or intentionally. For 
example, rival scientists might update the wiki page on 
their competitors’ research to indicate that the research is 
unsuccessful, or a rival business could edit the language 

on a competitor’s page to make the competitor’s products 
seem unreliable.
 This potential for misinformation is an important 
difference between Wikipedia (http://CUT6.emcp.net 
/Wikipedia) and traditional research sources, such as 
Encyclopedia Britannica (http://CUT6.emcp.net 
/Britannica), in which research experts carefully check 
each article. Many teachers (especially at the college level) 
don’t accept Wikipedia as a cited source in academic 
papers because of its inconsistent quality and accuracy. 
When you are writing research papers for your own 
classes, be sure to check with your instructors to find out 
their policies on citing wikis.

  Tech Ethics
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book include dozens of tutorials; you may have already been assigned some of them in 
this class, such as the one in Figure 4.15.

Exploring Graphics and Multimedia Software
Graphics and multimedia software enable both professional and home users to work 
with graphics, video, and audio. A variety of applications are focused in this area, 
including painting and drawing, image editing, video and audio editing, web author-
ing, and computer-aided design (CAD) software.

Painting and Drawing Software
Painting and drawing programs are available for both professional and home users. 
The more expensive professional versions typically include more features and greater 
capabilities than the less expensive personal versions.
 Painting software enables users to create and edit bitmap images. As you learned 
in Chapter 2 in the section discussing scanners, a bitmap is a grid of pixels, or a map 
of bits (which is where the name comes from), and each pixel has a color assigned to 
it. A bitmap image can be created from scratch in a painting program, or it can be 
imported from a digital camera, digitized with a scanner, captured from a computer 
screen, or acquired as a file. Another name for a bitmap image is a raster image.
 Adobe Photoshop is a popular and powerful painting program that has many tools 
for creating new bitmap images and editing photos professionally. Microsoft Windows 
comes with a very basic painting program called Paint.
 Drawing software creates and edits images called vector 
graphics. A vector graphic is formed using mathematical formulas 
in the same way that lines and shapes are formed using geometry. 
Because a particular shape is based on math, it can be resized freely 
without distorting it. In contrast, a bitmap image can become 
jagged edged or distorted when resized, especially when it’s made 
larger. Vector graphics also take up much less disk space than bitmap 
images do, because less data is involved in creating them. The main 
drawback to vector graphics is that they can’t generate photo- 
realistic images.

4.4  Precheck 4.4 
Check your understanding 
of the concepts covered  
by this objective.

 Hands On
Trying Out Painting
You can try out painting techniques using basic soft-
ware that’s probably already on your computer. The 
steps in this resource are for Windows 10 and Office 
2016, but other versions of Windows and Office have 
similar programs and features. 

Tutorials such as the video 
activities for this textbook 
help students understand 
concepts by providing 
a combination of text, 
graphics, animation, and 
interaction.

Figure 4.15
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 Much of the clip art provided on clip art websites is vector based. CorelDRAW 
Graphics Suite and Adobe Illustrator CC are two full-featured applications that 
specialize in generating vector graphics.
 Microsoft Windows doesn’t come with a drawing program, but you can experiment with 
the drawing tools in Microsoft Office applications such as Word, Excel, and PowerPoint.

Photo-Editing Software
Photo-editing software is designed specifically for manipulating photos and has 
little or no capability for creating original images. For example, Windows Live Photo 
Gallery transfers pictures from a digital camera to your computer and then organizes 
them, applies various types of corrections to them, annotates them, and more; you can 
download this free application from Microsoft. Apple also offers a free photo editing 
program called iPhoto.
 Adobe Photoshop Elements (shown in Figure 4.16) is a basic version of Photoshop 
that can create new bitmap content, but it’s best known for its photo-editing capabilities. 
Amateur photographers can use this program to fix 
problems in their photos—for instance, people with 
red eyes and images that are too dark or too light. 
Photoshop Elements can also apply interesting special 
effects to pictures to make them look like watercolor 
paintings, pencil sketches, photographic negatives, 
and line drawings.

3-D Modeling and CAD Software
Vector drawing programs can be used to create 
three-dimensional (3-D) models. A 3-D modeling 
program is used to generate the graphics for blue-
prints and technical drawings for items that will 

Adobe Photoshop Elements 
is a painting program that’s 
useful for editing digital 
photos.

Figure 4.16

  Tech Career Explorer
CAD Across the Board
Computer-aided design is used in almost every phase of 
a product’s development, whether it’s a new automobile 
or a pop-up toaster. Designers can use CAD tools to 
experiment with product design, to analyze a design’s 
potential weaknesses before it is manufactured, and to 
program computerized tools to mold and mill the parts. 
Complete this exercise to explore some of the jobs 
available in this broad field.
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be built, as well as 3-D representations of 
people and objects in games. For example, 
if you have ever played The Sims or Second 
Life, you have seen humanlike avatars devel-
oped using 3-D vector graphics.
 Each 3-D vector graphic is first drawn as 
a wireframe, which is a surfaceless outline 
of an object composed of lines. If you were 
to bend pieces of wire to create the outline 
of an object, it might look similar to an 
onscreen wireframe image. Next, a pattern, 
or texture, is added to the surface of the  
object to make it look more realistic. Finally, 
light and shadow are added to complete 
the effect. Figure 4.17 shows a computer- 
generated chessboard with one of the pieces 
shown in wireframe mode so you can see 
how it’s constructed.
 Technical object modeling with vector graphics is also called computer-aided 
design (CAD). CAD software enables professionals to create architectural, engineer-
ing, product, and scientific designs with a high degree of precision and detail. For 
example, engineers can use CAD software to design buildings and bridges, and scien-
tists can use it to create graphic designs of plants, animals, and chemical structures. 
Most CAD software can also create and display designs in 3-D, so they can be viewed 
from various angles.

Graphics File Formats
The term bitmap provides a general description of a type 
of file, but it is also a specific file format (BMP) with a .bmp 
extension. Some other file formats that are also bitmap 
graphics in the larger sense of the word include portable 
network graphics (PNG), graphics interchange format (GIF), 
Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG, pronounced “jay-
peg”), and tagged image file format (TIFF). Each of these 
formats has its own benefits and drawbacks.
 Some graphics formats support greater color depth 
than others. For example, a GIF file has a limit of 8 bits per 
pixel, for a maximum of 256 colors per image. This means 
that GIF isn’t a very good format for photos. The PNG 
format supports up to 24-bit color. Both GIF and PNG are 
designed primarily for online use; they don’t work well for 
high-quality print publications, such as magazines.
 Both PNG and GIF employ lossless compression to 
make file sizes smaller. In lossless compression, the file 
loses no quality by being compressed, and when it’s 
decompressed, it retains its original properties. Other 

graphics formats, however, employ lossy compression. 
When a file is saved in such a format, its quality is perma-
nently reduced to make the file size smaller. JPEG is an 
example of a format that uses lossy compression. JPEG 
format’s compression is adjustable. The user saving the 
file can specify an amount of compression and corre-
sponding amount of loss of image quality—whatever is 
appropriate for the situation at hand. In contrast, the BMP 
image format does not employ compression of any kind.
 TIFF format is designed for high-quality images in print 
publications. High-quality digital cameras usually save 
pictures in TIFF format. While TIFF does support some 
lossless compression, overall its files are larger than the 
same size images in other formats. TIFF supports not only 
the red-green-blue (RGB) color model common to most 
home computer and printer systems but also the cyan- 
magenta-yellow-black (CMYK) color model used in profes-
sional printing.

 Practical TECH

Figure 4.17

Vector-based graphics 
programs store images 
as a series of geometric 
shapes.
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 Once a design has been created, changes can easily be made to it until it’s final-
ized. For instance, an aircraft engineer designing a new type of aircraft can use CAD 
software to test many versions of the design before it’s approved and the first prototype 
is built. Using this process can save companies considerable time and money by elimi-
nating defective designs before beginning production.
 Full-feature CAD applications, such as AutoCAD, are very expensive. Using them 
may also require special computer workstations that have more powerful processors 
and more RAM than standard desktop PCs typically have. Some producers of CAD 
software offer scaled-down versions of their more expensive software for use by small 
businesses and for individual and home use.

Animation Software
Film animation used to be a labor-intensive industry, with hundreds of artists drawing 
cartoon images frame by frame. The same was true of stop-motion photography; to 
capture live action one frame at a time, an assistant moved a model a fraction of an 
inch for each new frame. Movie making is changing, however, and more and more 
films are being made with the aid of computer-generated imagery (CGI). With CGI 
programs, no pen touches paper to create an animated world. And the quality is so 
good that the effects created with CGI are more or less indistinguishable from those 
created using models and other tricks in older movies.
 The cost savings in movie making are also significant with CGI. It’s far cheaper 
to use a computer program to draw a dinosaur than it is to create a realistic robotic 
dinosaur. And instead of building and exploding a model of a spaceship or a building, 
the same effect can be achieved through computer animation. Even better, the 
computer animation can be easily manipulated; any image can be redrawn until it’s 
just exactly right.
 CGI isn’t something that the average user would attempt, because the software is 
expensive and the learning curve for using it is steep. One popular application that 
professionals use is Lightwave by NewTek. Many different tools for CGI professionals 
are also available from Autodesk, a company that’s a leader in CAD software.

CAD software helps 
technical professionals 
design objects for 
manufacturing and 
construction.
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Audio-Editing Software
Computers can store, edit, copy, and reproduce sounds, as you learned in Chapter 2 
when discussing audio adapters. Sound files vary first and foremost depending on 
their origin: analog or digital. A waveform (often abbreviated wave or WAV) file is a 
sound file that has an analog origin—that is, an origin outside a computer system. If 
you sing into a microphone or record an instrument being played, the sound waves 
coming from it go through a process called sampling, in which they are recorded 
thousands of times per second, creating a digitized version. When the digitized clip is 
played back, it sounds to a human ear just like the original live version.
 The quality of the recording depends in large part on the number of samples taken 
per second. A human voice can be captured clearly when sampled at about 11 kilo-
hertz (KHz), or 11,000 digital measurements per second. For this reason, voice equip-
ment such as digital cell phones and voice recording devices usually encode sound at 
or near this rate. Clear, sharp musical reproductions are recorded at 44 KHz—almost 
four times the rate used for voice recordings. Creating these recorded sounds as stereo 
(two-channel) music requires twice as many measurements per second. That’s the 
quality level of most music CDs and DVDs.
 The number of bits used to describe each sample is known as the bit depth. 
CD-quality music uses 16 bits per sample, resulting in a file that is about 10 mega-
bytes in size per one minute of recording. In fact, one minute of CD-quality stereo 
music requires about 10 megabytes (MB) of sound data. That means that one CD 
with a 650 MB capacity holds just over an hour’s worth of music. Audio CDs use a 
special file format called CD audio (CDA) format to store music files. The commer-
cial audio CDs you buy store tracks in this format, and so do those you burn yourself 
using your computer’s CD burner.
 A wave file format is a noncompressed file type identified with a .wav extension, 
used to produce any kind of sound. Like a graphic file, a wave file can be compressed 
to make it take up less disk space. The most popular compression format is the MP3 
format. This format takes a wave file and reduces its size by about 90 percent, leaving 
behind a high-quality reproduction. This means that a 30 MB wave file will end up as 
a 3 MB MP3 file. MP3 uses a data compression system similar to that used in JPEG 
files. Only a highly sensitive ear can hear any difference in the music quality after 
compression. This dramatic reduction in size, combined with very little loss in quality, 
has led to an explosion in the use of the MP3 file format.
 The main drawback to using a compressed format is that not all audio music players 
support it. Older car and home stereo systems may not support MP3 and other com-
pressed formats; they may require CDs in the traditional CDA format. Other wave 
compression file formats include Windows Media Audio (WMA) format, which was 
developed by Microsoft, and the Advanced Audio Coding (AAC) format, which was 
designed to be the successor to MP3.
 In contrast to a waveform file, an all-digital music file isn’t analog in origin and it’s 
created, not recorded. This type of music clip is known as Musical Instrument Digital 
Interface (MIDI), and it’s created by digitally simulating the sounds of various musical 
instruments. A digital piano keyboard can be connected to a computer to record MIDI 
music, and the software that accepts the input can be programmed to make the piano 
sound like any of dozens of different instruments. A skilled musical composer can build 
an entire orchestral performance—woodwind, string, brass, and percussion instru-
ments—with a single digital keyboard by allowing the MIDI software to simulate each 
instrument as its part is performed.
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 An advantage of MIDI files is that they are extremely small and compact compared 
with wave music files. The main drawback of MIDI is that the output doesn’t sound 
exactly like the instruments it’s simulating (although with high-quality software and 
hardware, it can come close).
 You can record and edit audio files with a variety of applications: from free hobbyist- 
quality programs to those designed for professional audio technicians. Figure 4.18 shows 
a screenshot of Audacity, a free audio-editing program that supports many formats and 
capabilities. Consumer-level programs, such as Roxio Creator NXT, offer a variety of 
applications designed for casual users, including the ability to burn CDs and DVDs and 
perform basic editing.

Video-Editing Software
Video clips are essentially groups of still images, or frames, that are played back 
in a certain order, at a certain rate (the frame rate), and accompanied by an audio 
soundtrack stored within the same container file. Video-editing software enables 
you to import digital video clips that you have taken with your own video camera or 
acquired from another source and then modify them in various ways. For instance, 
you can combine video with audio, superimpose text over the top of the video clip, 
edit out certain sections, and much more, depending on the video-editing software 
you are using.
 Video-editing software can also compress video clips. The capacity for data com-
pression with movies is in many ways greater than with music or still images. In a 
digital video clip, most parts of any given frame are identical to those in the previous 
one. This means that for each frame, it’s necessary to store only the portion of the 
frame that’s changed from the previous frame, rather than every pixel. For this reason, 
compressed movies maintain good quality despite being dramatically reduced in size.
 Video-editing software ranges from simple programs intended for amateurs to the 
powerful programs used by movie-making professionals. Adobe Premiere Elements 
is a full-featured tool for building movies out of different types of content, including 
sounds, still images, and raw video footage. Other programs for video editing include 
Sony Vegas Pro and CyberLink PowerDirector.

Audio-editing programs, such 
as Audacity, represent sound 
waves graphically and enable 
you to crop and adjust them.

Figure 4.18
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Web Authoring Software
Web authoring software (shown in Figure 4.19) helps users develop web pages without 
having to learn web programming. Software packages such as Adobe DreamWeaver 
CC and Microsoft Expression Web use a WYSIWYG (what you see is what you get) 
approach to web page development. This means that during the development process, 
you can see the layout and content of the web page within the authoring software.
 Basic web creation software focuses on generating code in Hypertext Markup 
Language (HTML). However, not all of the content found on web pages today can 
be generated in HTML. More and more sites are including interactive animation and 
video effects that are created in other formats and then integrated into the web page.
 The most popular of these formats are Adobe Flash and Adobe Shockwave. Adobe 
Flash is a file format in which you can create multimedia content that includes vector 
graphics and animations. Flash can even be used to create games and rich Internet appli-
cations (RIAs) that can be played back in a web browser that has the Adobe Flash 
Player plug-in. Flash files are created in a program called Adobe Flash Professional CC. 
Adobe Shockwave is a similar file format but has more capabilities. A browser that has 
the Shockwave plug-in installed can play Shockwave content, which can include both 
animation and user interactivity. Shockwave content is created using Adobe Director.

Web authoring software 
enables users to create web 
pages without having to learn 
web programming.

Figure 4.19

HTML5
In HTML4 and earlier versions of HTML, the text and its 
formatting were implemented in HTML, but many types of 
graphical and interactive content were handled by external 
formats such as Adobe Flash. That may change with 
HTML5, which includes support for new types of content 

through the use of <video>, <audio>, and <canvas> 
elements. HTML5 provides scripting APIs (application 
programming interfaces) that can be used with JavaScript 
to create active content that doesn’t rely on third-party 
plug-ins and players to deliver active content.

Cutting Edge
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Understanding Gaming Software
Although many people would have you believe that they keep computers around 
strictly for serious reasons, the majority of them also play games on their comput-
ers. In fact, the Entertainment Software Association estimates that 58 percent of all 
Americans play video games and that the average age of a game player is 30. (See 
Figure 4.20 for more interesting statistics on game playing in the United States.)
 These figures represents a broad section of the population, but then, gaming is a 
broad subject, including everything from casual Facebook games to the very latest in 
shoot-em-up monster action. Computer-based versions have been created of almost 
every traditional card and board game you can imagine, as well as casino games, fantasy- 
world exploration games, character-based games, city- and civilization-building games, 
and of course, the very popular first-person shooter games, in which you see what the 
character sees as you move through a virtual world.

Types of Gaming Software
Gaming software falls into three broad categories depending on the device used to 
play the game: dedicated gaming devices, PCs, and mobile devices like smartphones.

Applications for Dedicated Gaming Devices Companies that develop video 
games usually do so for multiple platforms. As you learned in Chapter 2, a platform 
is a type of hardware. Microsoft Windows is one platform (sometimes referred to as 
PC ); Apple Macintosh is another. A game console is a platform designed specifically 
for running game software. A game consoles typically uses a TV as a monitor and 
hand-held controls such as game pads, steering wheels, and joysticks for input. Motion 
sensors, cameras, and other physical feedback devices are also available, so your whole 
body can control input. These devices are also available for PCs, so you can enjoy a full 
gaming experience with applications developed for delivery on your personal computer.
 Game consoles have powerful central processing units (CPUs) and display adapters 
that are optimized for graphics-intensive games with a lot of motion. Game consoles 
provide sound support through the TV’s speakers, along with support for external 
speaker systems. Modern game consoles usually have Internet connectivity (wired, 
wireless, or both), so game players can play some games collaboratively online. Users 
may also be able to download new games online and to download and install game 

4.5  Precheck 4.5 
Check your understanding 
of the concepts covered  
by this objective.

Figure 4.20
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updates. Some of the most popular gaming console systems are Microsoft XBox, 
Nintendo Wii, and Sony PlayStation.
 Versions of games designed for a particular game console have system require-
ments consistent with that console. For example, if you buy a game designed for the 
Xbox 360, it will play on any Xbox 360—even the model with the minimum amount 
of RAM and storage.

Applications for PCs With gaming software developed for installation on PCs, 
you will need to consult the application’s system requirements to determine whether 
the game will run on your particular computer. System requirements include the 
minimum CPU speed, amount of RAM, and amount of disk space required to install 
and run the application. The system requirements are printed on the box the game 
comes in, if you buy it retail, and can also be found on the manufacturer’s website.
 The system requirements for a game might include a minimum CPU speed, a 
minimum amount of RAM, a certain brand or model of display adapter, and/or an 
amount of RAM dedicated to the display adapter. For example, Figure 4.21 shows 
the system requirements provided on the web page for Diablo III, a popular game 
that has some strict requirements for the computers on which it will run. If your 

Game consoles typically 
come with one or more 
input devices optimized 
for game playing, such 
as the game pad, left, 
steering wheel, mid-
dle, and joystick, right, 
shown here.

Check a game’s system 
requirements before buying it 
to make sure your computer 
will run it well. 

Figure 4.21
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computer doesn’t meet or exceed the system requirements, the game might not install 
or run at all, or it might run slowly or with audio or video distortion.

Game Ratings
Not all games are suitable for all users. Young children shouldn’t have access to games 
with violent or sexual themes, for example, or games that include illegal activity or 
drug use. Because parents can’t possibly prescreen every part of every game before their 
children play it, they rely on game ratings to determine what games are suitable for 
children of various ages.
 The game rating system summarized in Table 4.2 is administered by the 
Entertainment Software Ratings Board (ESRB). It classifies each game according 
to the youngest suitable user. For example, games rated T for Teens are acceptable for 

Table 4.2 Entertainment Software Ratings Board (ESRB) Game Ratings

Rating Description 

Early Childhood Content that may be suitable for persons ages 3 and older. Titles in this 
category contain no material that parents will find inappropriate.

Everyone Content that may be suitable for persons ages 6 and older. Titles in this 
category may contain minimal violence, some comic mischief, and/or mild 
language.

Everyone 10+ Content that may be suitable for persons ages 10 and older. Titles in this 
category may contain more cartoon, fantasy, or mild violence, as well as 
mild language and/or minimal suggestive themes.

Teen Content that may be suitable for persons ages 13 and older. Titles in this 
category may contain violent content and/or strong language.

Mature Content that may be suitable for persons ages 17 and older. Titles in this 
category may contain mature sexual themes, more intense violence, and/
or strong language.

Adults Only Content suitable only for adults—not intended for persons under the age 
of 18. Titles in this category may include graphic depictions of sex and/or 
violence.

Gaming-Optimized PCs
People who are serious about game playing are often 
people who don’t mind spending more money on a com-
puter to ensure the best possible gaming experience. A 
whole subclass of desktop computers (and some notebook 
computers) has been designed with game playing in mind. 
These computers have the very best of all the compo-
nents that a game relies on, including CPU, RAM, display 
adapter, monitor, and sound.
 But a gaming computer doesn’t stop at having 
high-quality basic components. Gaming computers are 
often flashy models designed to express the personalities 
of their owners, with colored lights, colored components, 

nontraditional cooling systems (for example, water cooling 
instead of traditional air cooling), semitransparent or 
unusually shaped cases, and elaborate logos. One popular 
line of gaming com-
puters is Alienware, 
a division of Dell 
Computers. (Visit 
http://CUT6.emcp 
.net/Alienware to 
see their latest offer-
ings and price out 
your ideal system.)

Cutting Edge
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teenagers (ages 13+) and individuals older than that. The descriptions provided  
are the same ones that Microsoft provides in Windows in the Family Safety feature. 
(For more information about the ratings system, see http://CUT6.emcp.net 
/ESRBratings.)

Using Communications Software
One of the major reasons people use computers is to communicate with others. 
Software that enables communication over the Internet and the web is available for 
individual, home, and business use. These programs allow users to send and receive 
email, browse and search the web, engage in group communications and discussions, 
and participate in web conferencing activities.

Email Applications
Electronic mail (email) is rapidly becoming the main method of communication 
for many individual, home, and business users. Email involves the transmission and 
receipt of private electronic messages over a worldwide system of networks and email 
servers. Messages are sent and received within seconds or minutes, and transmission 
costs are minimal. Email is a store-and-forward system. Messages are forwarded to a 
mail server and then stored there until the recipient picks them up using either a web 
interface or an email application.
 There are three main types of email accounts: web-based, POP3 and IMAP. 
Table 4.3 summarizes key points of comparison among these account types.

4.6  Precheck 4.6 
Check your understanding 
of the concepts covered  
by this objective.

Table 4.3 Key Characteristics of Email Account Types

Characteristic Web-Based POP3 IMAP

Uses email client? Depends on 
compatibility 
between the service 
and the email client

Yes Yes

Web interface 
available?

Yes Depends on provider Depends on provider

Message storage 
location

Mail server Local PC Mail server

Key benefit(s) Can be accessed via 
any web browser

Provides access 
to full features of 
email client; can 
view received mail 
even if no Internet 
connection is 
available

Provides access to 
full features of email 
client; can send and 
receive mail from 
multiple computers

Key drawback(s) Web browser 
interface may not be 
full featured; account 
may not work with 
email client software

Email client should 
be used to access 
the account from 
only one PC, or the 
mail archive will be 
incomplete

Email client must be 
set up separately on 
each PC; no access 
to stored email if no 
Internet connection 
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 Web-based email accounts are available through Yahoo! Mail, Gmail (Google 
Mail), Microsoft Hotmail, and Microsoft Outlook.com. You don’t need any special 
software to read and compose email with one of these accounts; you simply open a 
web browser and navigate to the page for that email service. Messages remain on the 
host company’s server, and you can access your inbox from any computer. This type of 
account is suitable for someone who frequently checks his or her email from different 
computers and devices. The quality and features of the web-based interface vary depend-
ing on the provider. Figure 4.22 shows how an Inbox looks in Outlook.com.
 A user who sticks with one computer most of the time may prefer a traditional 
email account, which is sometimes called a POP or POP3 account. (POP stands for 
Post Office Protocol.) This type of email account uses an email client application 
installed on the user’s main PC. An email client is an application designed specifically 
for sending, receiving, storing, and organizing email messages. An email client may 
have special features that aren’t found in a web-based email interface—for instance, 
linking scheduled meetings to your calendar, flagging messages with high or low 
importance, and scheduling mail to be delivered after a specified date and time.
 After messages are downloaded from the mail server to the email client, they are 
usually deleted from the mail server and exist only in the local PC’s email client. A 
web-based interface may be available for checking mail while away from the main 
PC, but mail is organized and stored primarily on that PC. Therefore, this isn’t a good 
type of account for someone who switches between several computers. Although this 
type of account is commonly known as POP3, POP3 is actually only the protocol for 
receiving email; there’s a separate protocol commonly paired with it for sending email 
called SMTP (which stands for Simple Mail Transfer Protocol ).
 An alternative for someone who uses several computers but wants to use an email 
client is IMAP (which stands for Internet Message Access Protocol ). An IMAP account 
keeps all the messages on the mail server and provides on-the-spot access to them via 
an email client when prompted to do so. The email client doesn’t maintain local mail 

Outlook.com provides 
web-based access to email. 
Outlook.com’s file manage-
ment tools include options 
for deleting, archiving, and 
moving messages.

Figure 4.22
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folders; instead, it queries the server for the folders and their contents when it connects 
to send and receive mail. You can use the same email client software to work with both 
POP3 and IMAP accounts. Some email client software also enables you to set up web-
based email accounts and work with them as if they were POP3 or IMAP, but the client 
software may have limitations on which services it supports.
 Examples of email clients include Microsoft Outlook, Windows Live Mail, Eudora, 
and Mozilla Thunderbird. Outlook is more than just an email client; it also stores and 
organizes personal information, such as contacts, appointments, and tasks. Figure 4.23 
shows how an email message looks after being composed in Outlook 2016.

Web Browser Applications
A web browser is an application that enables users to read web-based content and 
use web-based applications. Microsoft’s Internet Explorer comes with Windows, and 
Windows 10 also includes another browser, Microsoft Edge. Other popular browsers 
include Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox, Safari (the default browser in Mac OS X), 
and Opera. Web browsers are covered in detail in Chapter 5.

Instant Messaging (IM) and Chat Software
Instant messaging (IM) is a technology that enables people to communicate privately 
with other users over the Internet in real time. Many IM services are available, includ-
ing Yahoo! Messenger and AOL Instant Messenger (AIM). Each service has its own 
IM software. Applications are also available that can connect to multiple IM services 
in a single interface, such as Trillian (created by Cerulean Studios). Instant messaging 
was originally a text-only medium, but most IM clients now also support sharing of 
photos, files, sounds, and even videos. Some social networking sites, like Facebook, 
also offer their own IM services.
 In addition to the large commercial IM services, there are Internet chat servers, 
where you can talk to multiple people in a public forum. You can access most of these 

Outlook 2016 is a powerful 
program for working with email. 
The formatting tools available 
for messages are similar to 
those of other Microsoft Office 
applications, such as Word and 
PowerPoint.

Figure 4.23
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servers through an Internet relay chat (IRC) client application. IRC 
servers have channels, and you can join a channel to participate in 
the discussion going on there. Hundreds of thousands of channels 
are available on more than 1,500 IRC servers worldwide.
 Instant messaging can be used on all types of devices, includ-
ing PCs, handheld computers, notebook computers, and web-en-
abled cell phones and smartphones. PCs, handheld computers, and 
notebook computers require IM software to be installed, whereas 
cell phones and smartphones often have built-in messaging capabili-
ties. Subscribers to instant messaging services must have IM software 
installed on their computers. Figure 4.24 shows an IM client window 
on a Windows-based PC with Yahoo! Messenger software.

Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) Software
Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) is the technology that Internet 
phone services use. Rather than rely on traditional phone lines, this 
kind of service sends and receives phone calls digitally over your 
Internet connection. A VoIP system is driven by a VoIP modem that 
connects to your Internet service box (such as a cable modem) and 
to a telephone jack in your home or business, serving as a bridge 
between the two. One example of a VoIP system is Vonage.
 VoIP is best known for replacing analog telephone service, but its 
capabilities are much broader. For example, services like Microsoft Skype enable video 
chatting by computer using webcams and the computers’ microphones and speakers. 
Apple’s Mac OS X and iOS 7 and higher operating systems for mobile devices also 
include video chat capabilities through the FaceTime application, and many other 
video chat services are also available. Some IM programs, such as Yahoo! Messenger, 
also offer video chatting capabilities, blurring the line between IM and VoIP.

Web Conferencing Software
Web conferencing is an enhanced, group participation version of VoIP. Groups of 
people can have joint conversations online, including video chat, instant messaging, 
and application sharing. Participants can show one another presentations, diagrams, 
documents, and spreadsheets within the web conferencing software, as well as draw 
on a virtual whiteboard and send one another private instant messages as the meeting 
progresses. For the audio portion of the meeting, users can either use Internet voice 
capabilities with their computer’s microphone or dial in using their telephone.
 Because it saves time and travel expenses, many businesses are promoting the 
use of web conferencing software over face-to-face meetings. Some web conferenc-
ing software requires users to download a small application onto their computer—
but most is completely web-based, requiring only a browser on each participant’s 
computer. Accusoft Centra, Cisco WebEx, Cisco Unified MeetingPlace, and Citrix 
GoToMeeting are some examples of web conferencing software.

Groupware
Groupware, which is also called collaboration software, allows people to share infor-
mation and collaborate on a project, such as designing a new product or preparing an 
employee manual. Groupware can be used over a local area network (LAN), wide area 

Hotspot

A Yahoo! Messenger IM client window 
enables you to communicate with people 
in your Contacts list.

Figure 4.24
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network (WAN), or the Internet. All group members must use the same groupware 
program to collaborate on a project.
 Microsoft produces a groupware application called SharePoint that enables groups 
of users to collaborate on documents of all types. SharePoint has robust features for 
managing the sharing of permission levels and creating clear accountability chains 
that document who reviewed a document, what changes were made, and who 
approved them. SharePoint is installed on a company’s own servers and creates an 
intranet environment (or a web browser–based internal network). Microsoft Office 
365 offers group management capabilities similar to those provided by SharePoint 
but for smaller groups. Office 365 also manages and stores the group management 
software in Microsoft’s cloud environment, rather than on the company’s own server.
 Most groupware applications include an address book of members’ contact infor-
mation and an appointment calendar. One desirable feature is a scheduling calendar 
that allows each member to track the schedules of the other members. Doing so 
makes it possible to coordinate activities and arrange meetings to discuss project activ-
ities and other matters.
 Shared calendaring is also a part of Microsoft Exchange, a mail server technology 
that some large organizations use to manage their email systems, instead of relying on 
an Internet service provider (ISP). On an Exchange server, users can not only send 
and receive email, but also use many features of Microsoft Outlook, such as meeting 
scheduling, calendar sharing, and global address book management.

Social Media Apps
If you use social media sites, such as Facebook and Pinterest, you probably access them 
through your web browser on a desktop or notebook PC. When you access these sites 
on a mobile device, like a tablet or smartphone, using the web-based interface is some-
times awkward, because the sites aren’t optimized for small-screen use, slower Internet 
speed, and data usage limitations. To improve the experience on mobile devices, many 
social media sites provide customized apps. For example, Facebook provides mobile 
apps for iPhone, Windows Phone, and Android users. Mobile apps are also available 
for Snapchat, Instagram, Pinterest, Twitter, and many other sites.

Activity 4.6.1

Article
Collaboration Software 
Trends

Activity 4.6.2

Video
Mobile Apps

Can You Meet Me Now?
MoSoSo stands for Mobile Social Software, and it’s the 
logical extension of social networking services, such as 
Twitter and Facebook. Accessible from either a mobile 
phone or a laptop, MoSoSo weaves time and location into 
digital networking to help individuals find people near them 
with similar interests and current needs. For example, if 
at 2:00 a.m. you are sleepless in your dorm and wonder 
if anyone wants to go in with you on a pizza, a MoSoSo 
might be able to find you a dinner companion.
 The challenge to makers of MoSoSo software is adop-
tion. If only a few people use the software, the ones who 
do will stop checking it because they won’t ever have any 
success with it. Many MoSoSo companies have come and 

gone as their founders have attempted to provide social 
connection services to high school and college students.
 One company that has stayed in business (although its 
focus has changed) is Rave Mobile Safety (formerly Rave 
Wireless). Rave Mobile Safety provides a MoSoSo suite of 
applications that some university campuses, 911 centers, 
and public safety organizations use to connect people 
who need emergency services with the providers of those 
services. For example, a college campus might use Rave 
Mobile Safety software to enable students walking home at 
night from a class to connect to a companion to walk with 
or to contact the university police if they are harassed. 

Hotspot
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Chapter Summary
 An interactive Chapter Summary, Study Notes, and a slide presentation with 

audio are available from the links menu on this page in your ebook.

4.1 Distinguishing between Types 
of Application Software
Application software can be categorized as 
individual application software, collaboration 
software, or vertical application software based on 
the number of people it serves at once. Application 
software can also be divided into desktop applica-
tions versus apps.
 In addition, software can be categorized by how 
it’s developed and sold: as commercial software, 
shareware, or freeware. Commercial software may 
have software piracy features, such as a registra-
tion key or activation requirement. The terms for 
use of an application are determined by its license 
agreement. Companies that need many copies of 
an application may choose to buy a per-user site 
license or a per-seat site license. Free software that 
others may modify and redistribute is available in 
the public domain, and the developers make the 
source code available along with the compiled 
application.

4.2 Using Business  
Productivity Software
Business productivity software provides tools for 
people to accomplish business tasks, such as writing, 
performing calculations, and storing information. 
Word-processing software is used to create many 
types of text-based documents, either from scratch 
or using a template. You position the insertion 
point in the document and then type the desired 
text. Most word-processing applications have a 
spelling checker and grammar checker and enable 
text formatting, paragraph formatting, and 
document formatting, as well as the creation and 
use of styles. A print preview feature shows the 
document as it will look when printed. Desktop 
publishing software enables users to create complex 
page layouts with text and graphics.
 Spreadsheet software enables you to organize, 
calculate, and present numerical data. Numerical 
entries are called values, and the instructions for 

calculating them are called formulas. Formulas can 
contain functions, which are named instructions 
for performing a calculation (such as COUNT and 
AVERAGE). A spreadsheet consists of cells arranged 
in a grid of rows and columns; each cell can be 
formatted separately. You can make charts based on 
the values in cells and record macros (sets of mem-
orized steps) to save time in performing commonly 
repeated tasks.
 A database is a collection of data organized 
into one or more data tables. Each table contains 
records, which are collections of data about specific 
instances. The parts of a record are called fields 
(for example, FirstName and LastName). Database 
software is called a database management system 
(DBMS).
 A large database is called an enterprise database, 
and it may be stored and managed using professional 
tools such as Oracle Database and structured query 
language (SQL). A smaller database might be created 
in a personal program such as Microsoft Access and 
stored on an individual PC or server. Databases that 
have multiple tables that are connected are known as 
relational databases; most business databases are rela-
tional. In addition to tables, a database can also have 
saved forms, reports, and queries that can be used to 
view and modify the data.
 Presentation graphics software allows users 
to create computerized slide shows. A slide is an 
individual page or screen in a presentation. A slide 
show may consist of any number of slides. Slides 
can incorporate many types of content, including 
text, photos, clip art, charts, and tables.
 A software suite combines multiple applications 
in a single package. Microsoft Office, for example, 
combines Word, PowerPoint, Excel, and other 
applications. The applications within a suite have 
a common interface style. You can embed or link 
content between applications and documents not 
only in suites but in any applications that support 
object linking and embedding (OLE).
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 Personal information management (PIM) 
software helps organize your schedule and activities 
by storing contacts, calendars, lists, and notes in one 
place. A PIM application may also serve as an email 
application. Project management software provides 
tools for managing the resources, people, and loca-
tions involved in a major business initiative, such as 
constructing a new building or organizing an event. 
Accounting software helps a company track its 
accounts payable, accounts receivable, payroll, sales, 
and so on. Note-taking software (such as Microsoft 
OneNote) helps bring together different types of 
content for logical sorting and organizing.

4.3 Selecting Personal Productivity 
and Lifestyle Software
Personal software is designed for individuals to use for 
their own enrichment and entertainment. Lifestyle 
and hobby software helps users plan and track their 
hobbies such as gardening or fitness. Legal software 
helps users plan and prepare legal documents. 
Personal finance software helps users pay bills and 
track finances. Tax preparation software helps them 
fill out federal and state tax forms. Encyclopedias 
and dictionaries provide reference sources. Tutorials 
provide step-by-step learning; this is sometimes called 
computer-based training.

4.4 Exploring Graphics  
and Multimedia Software
Painting and drawing programs both create and 
modify artwork, but in different formats. Painting 
software works with bitmap images, also called 
raster images. Drawing software creates and edits 
vector graphics, which are math-based drawings.
Photo-editing software is a variant of painting 
software that is used to correct common problems in 
photos, such as overexposure and red-eye. 
 3-D modeling programs and computer- 
aided design (CAD) software also use vector 
graphics. These programs are used to create sophis-
ticated technical drawings and models in fields 
such as manufacturing and architecture, and they 
are also used to create the graphics in many video 
games. A wireframe (outline) is first constructed, 
and then texture and color are applied to the surface. 
Animation software extends 3-D modeling to create 
objects that appear to move. Professional animation 

software is responsible for the computer-generated 
imagery (CGI) in some movies.
 Audio-editing software records and modifies 
waveform sounds, which are an analog in origin and 
sampled to create digital versions. Uncompressed 
waveform recordings, such as the CD audio 
(CDA) format, take up a great deal of disk space. 
Compressed versions, including MP3, Advanced 
Audio Coding (AAC), and Windows Media Audio 
(WMA) formats, are much more compact but 
require a computer (or compression-aware player) to 
decompress and play back the clips. 
 A video clip is a group of still-image frames that 
plays back sequentially along with a digital audio 
track. Video clips can be edited with video-editing 
software.
 Web authoring software enables users to develop 
web pages without having to learn programming. 
This software uses a WYSIWYG interface to show the 
page being developed as it will appear in a browser. 
Web pages are saved in Hypertext Markup Language 
(HTML), but not all web content is in that format. 
Animated multimedia content and interactive 
content are sometimes generated in programs such as 
Adobe Flash and Adobe Shockwave.

4.5 Understanding Gaming Software
Games are available both for desktop and notebook 
PCs and for game consoles. Game consoles are 
optimized for game playing; they typically use a 
TV for output and a game pad, joystick, or steering 
wheel for input. Each game has system require-
ments that detail the minimum hardware specifi-
cations required to play that game on a particular 
platform.
 Games have content ratings that advise consum-
ers about the appropriate minimum age for a player. 
The most widely used rating system is from the 
Entertainment Software Ratings Board (ESRB) 
and includes ratings such as Everyone, Teen, and 
Mature.

4.6 Using Communications Software
Electronic mail (email) involves the transmission 
and receipt of private electronic messages using a 
store-and-forward system. Types of email accounts 
include web-based, POP3, and IMAP, and each type 
has both benefits and drawbacks. Email client software 
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stores and organizes received and sent messages. A web 
browser is an application designed to view web pages. 
Most operating systems include a web browser, and 
you can also install a third-party web browser.
 Instant messaging (IM) enables private, person- 
to-person conversations in real time. For public 
chats, Internet Relay Chat (IRC) provides access 
to IRC servers and channels all over the world. 
Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) is a technology 
that allows audio and video conversations over the 
Internet. It’s used for Internet phone service and 
for video chatting via Skype and similar services. 
Web conferencing extends video chatting to groups 
of people and often includes application and 
screen-sharing capabilities.
 

 Groupware, or collaboration software, enables 
people to share information on various projects. 
SharePoint is one common groupware product; using 
it enables companies to create private intranet environ-
ments, in which employees can collaborate. Office 365 
is a Microsoft service that enables groups to collaborate 
via Microsoft’s software cloud, which eliminates the 
need for a dedicated server for sharing. For compa-
nies that operate their own mail systems, Microsoft 
Exchange can not only manage a company’s email but 
can also offer shared scheduling features.
 Social media started out as a web-based system, 
but today people access social media on mobile 
devices using applications written specifically for a 
particular media site such as Facebook or Twitter.
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desktop application, 138
app, 138
commercial software, 139
software piracy, 140
registration key, 140
activation, 140
license agreement, 141
site license, 141
per-user site license, 141
per-seat site license, 141
shareware, 142
freeware, 142
public domain, 142
source code, 142

4.2 Using Business 
Productivity Software
word-processing software, 143
template, 144

insertion point, 144
spelling checker, 144
grammar checker, 144
text formatting, 144
paragraph formatting, 145
document formatting, 145
style, 145
print preview, 145
desktop publishing software, 145
spreadsheet software, 146
value, 147
formula, 147
function, 147
cell, 147
chart, 148
macro, 148
database management system 
 (DBMS), 148
enterprise database, 148
object, 150 
presentation graphics software, 
 150
slide, 151
slide show, 151
clip art, 151
software suite, 152

embed, 152
link, 152
object linking and embedding 
 (OLE), 152
personal information manage- 
 ment (PIM) software, 153
project management software, 
 153
accounting software, 154

4.3 Selecting Personal 
Productivity and 
Lifestyle Software
legal software, 155
personal finance software, 156
tax preparation software, 156
tutorial, 158
computer-based training (CBT), 
 158

4.4 Exploring Graphics 
and Multimedia 
Software
multimedia software, 159 
painting software, 159
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raster image, 159 
drawing software, 159
vector graphic, 159
photo-editing software, 160
3-D modeling program, 160 
wireframe, 161
texture, 161 
computer-aided design (CAD), 
 161
computer-generated imagery 
 (CGI), 162
waveform, 163
sampling, 163
bit depth, 163

CD audio (CDA) format, 163
wave file format, 163 
Musical Instrument Digital 
 Interface (MIDI), 163
frame, 164
video-editing software, 164 
web authoring software, 165
WYSIWYG, 165

4.5 Understanding 
Gaming Software
game console, 166
system requirements, 167

Entertainment Software Ratings 
 Board (ESRB), 168

4.6 Using 
Communications 
Software
electronic mail (email), 169
store-and-forward system, 169
email client, 170
groupware, 172

Chapter Exercises
Complete the following exercises to assess your understanding of the material covered in  
this chapter. 

 Interactive Flash Cards and an interactive Game are available from the links menu 
on this page in your ebook.

If you are working in SNAP, go to your Assignments page to complete  
the Terms Check, Knowledge Check, Key Principles, and Tech  
Illustrated exercises.

 Terms Check: Matching

Match each type of software with its appropriate usage. 

  a. accounting software f groupware
  b. computer-aided design software g. project management software
  c. database management system h. spreadsheet software
  d. desktop publishing software i VoIP software
  e. email client software j. word-processing software

 __ 1.  An inventory system for a small company
__ 2.  A glossy, full-color magazine layout
__ 3.  Tracking and scheduling resources for the construction of a building
__ 4.  A dissertation for a PhD program
__ 5.  Sales data for multiple regions across a six-month period, with charts that summarize the information
__ 6.  Payroll and accounts payable processing
__ 7.  Wireframe vector graphic modeling of a new product to be manufactured
__ 8. Sending and receiving messages using POP3 and SMTP
__ 9. Video chatting
__ 10. Sharing and collaborating on multiple files involved in a multiperson project
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 Knowledge Check: Multiple Choice

Choose the best answer for each question. 

 1.  Custom-designed software that a large company 
uses to manage all its operations is

  a. individual application software.
  b. vertical application software.
  c. groupware.
  d. a desktop application suite.

 2.  Software _____ is the theft of commercial 
software by using it without paying for it.

  a. unregistration
  b. licensing
  c. activation
  d. piracy

 3.  A _____ site license grants the right to install 
software on a certain number of computers, 
regardless of how many people share them.

  a. per-seat
  b. per-user
  c. per-case
  d. domainwide

 4.  Public domain software makers typically release 
the _____ to the public.

  a. encryption key
  b. source code
  c. activation key
  d. compiler

 5.  QuarkXPress and Adobe InDesign are examples 
of what type of software?

  a. desktop publishing
  b. word processing
  c. spreadsheet
  d. database management

 6.  You might enter =SUM(B2:B4) as a formula in 
what type of software?

  a. database
  b. spreadsheet
  c. word processing
  d. project management

 7.  Macros, forms, reports, and queries are objects 
you might find in

  a. a slide show presentation.
  b. groupware.
  c. a spreadsheet.
  d. a database.

 8. What is OLE?
  a.  A method of sharing content between 

applications
  b.  An animation feature in presentation 

software
  c. A type of database
  d. A method of automatically creating styles

 9. What type of program edits bitmap files?
  a. audio editing
  b. video editing
  c. painting
  d. drawing

10. 3-D modeling is done with what type of image?
  a. GIF
  b. bitmap
  c. vector
  d. raster

 Key Principles: Completion

Complete each statement with the appropriate word or phrase.

  1.  A  _____ _____ (2 words) is a computer 
that’s designed specifically for running game 
software.

  2.  An email client application can send and 
receive email from POP3/SMTP and 
_____ account types.

  3.  Internet phone systems and video chat 
systems use Voice over _____ technology.

  4.  SharePoint is an example of _____ software, 
which allows people to share information 
and collaborate on projects.

  5.  Software accessed from a secure cloud on 
the Internet is called Software as a _____.

  6.  Software in the _____ _____ (2 words) 
can be freely modified by anyone using the 
source code provided.
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  7.   A _____ _____ (2 words) manager is 
software that manages a variety of personal 
data, including contacts, appointments, and 
tasks.

 8.  A spreadsheet program might use a _____ 
to perform a complex mathematical calcu-
lation, such as determining the interest rate 
for a loan.

 9.  A _____ in a database is a collection of all 
the data about one specific instance, such as 
a particular transaction.

 10.  When you _____ content from one appli-
cation into another, the pasted content 
retains its memory of what application it 
came from.

Tech Illustrated: Figure Labeling

Fill in the blanks with the correct labels.

Data table in Microsoft Access

Tech to Come: Brainstorming New Uses

In groups or individually, contemplate the following questions and develop as many 
answers as you can.

1. Today, a smartphone or tablet app is available 
for almost any task you can imagine wanting to 
perform, but what about the tasks of the future? 
Imagine yourself moving through an average day 
10 years from now. What will you be doing, and 
what kinds of apps will help you do it? Imagine 
what phone apps might look like then. Will they 
be voice activated? Will they interact with other 
devices in your environment?

2. On the desktop platform, multifunction 
programs like Microsoft Outlook combine 
several popular activities into a single interface: 
email, contact management, calendar scheduling, 
and to-do lists. But on smartphones and tablets, 
the trend is the opposite; many small, individual 
apps take care of specific tasks. Which trend will 
be dominant in the future? 

__________b.

__________c.

__________d.

__________a.
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3. Game consoles have traditionally focused only 
on running games. However, some models now 
include Internet access, and along with it comes 
access to online audio and video services, such as 

Netflix, Amazon Instant Video, and Hulu. What 
additional services do you think the customers 
of the future will want their game consoles to 
provide?

Tech Literacy: Internet Research and Writing

Conduct Internet research to find the information described, and then develop 
appropriate written responses based on your research. Be sure to document your sources 
using the MLA format. (See Chapter 1, Tech Literacy: Internet Research and Writing, 
page 38, to review MLA style guidelines.)

1. Can you accomplish everything you need to do 
on a computer using only the web? You might be 
surprised. Web-based applications are available 
not only for traditional online activities (such as 
web browsing and email) but also for improving 
productivity. Productivity applications include 
word processors, spreadsheets, and databases 
(such as Apache OpenOffice), and personal 
information management programs (such as 
Google Calendar), Make a list of everything you 
do with your computer, and then find a website 
where you can do each task.

2. What kind of program would help improve your 
productivity? Visit a computer store in your 
area. Select a particular productivity program on 
display, and read the product description on the 
package. What platform is the program written 
for? What’s the price? Will the program run on 
your computer? For what purpose(s) might you 
be able to use the program?

3. What’s hot in application software? Visit your 
school or public library and look through 
computer magazines to find an article that 
describes a new and innovative productivity 
software program. Write a summary of the pro-
gram’s purpose, main features, and specifications. 

Include information about the user interface, 
amount of internal memory needed to run the 
program, and amount of disk space required 
to store the program. Why do you think this 
program is innovative? What needs does this 
product fulfill? Are competing products available 
on the market? Do you think the product will be 
a commercial success? Why or why not?

4. Is a picture worth a thousand words? Ask your 
instructor (or another person) for the name 
of a business or organization in your area that 
regularly uses presentation graphics software 
to provide information to clients or to train 
employees. Find out if you can obtain a copy of 
a presentation. Watch the slide show, and then 
write an evaluation of its effectiveness. List the 
technologies used (hardware and software), and 
describe the features that impressed you most.

5. The first “killer app” in the history of software 
development was VisiCalc. This early calculation 
program is credited with founding the electronic 
spreadsheet software industry and launching 
widespread sales of the personal computer. 
Research the meaning of the term “killer app,” 
and propose some possibilities for the next one. 
Explain the reasons for your choice.

Tech Issues: Team Problem-Solving

In groups, develop possible solutions to the issues presented.

1. Instant messaging has become a popular com-
munication tool in both social situations and the 
workplace. However, the IM applications offered 
by AOL and Yahoo! are not fully compatible. 
For example, AOL IM users can communicate 
only with other AOL IM users, and social media 

sites that have their own chat functions (such 
as Facebook) are separate as well. What will be 
the benefits and drawbacks for these companies 
if they open up their software to allow commu-
nication with anyone using any kind of instant 
messaging? How might this change come about?
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2. Think about the different types of application 
software discussed in this chapter, and then 
determine how you might use some of them 
to organize activities in your life. Identify three 
software programs you might use if you were 
planning a vacation. Why did you pick these 
programs? What aspects of vacation planning 
does each program support?

3. Software piracy costs developers millions of 
dollars each year in lost revenue, and they pass 

those costs on to consumers in the form of 
higher prices. However, software companies must 
balance the aggressiveness of their antipiracy 
measures against consumers’ concerns for 
convenience and privacy or risk having products 
that nobody wants to buy. As a consumer, what 
balance of higher prices versus convenience and 
privacy are you comfortable with? Keep in mind 
that the more lax a company is about piracy, the 
more each consumer will have to pay for the 
software to make up for those who get it for free.

Tech Timeline: Predicting Next Steps

Look at the timeline below, which outlines the key milestones in the evolution of ency-
clopedias from printed books to digital content. Think about the increase in information 
available and the rapid growth in computing technologies. Then predict two additional 
milestones in the encyclopedia marketplace that will likely occur within the next 20 years.

1768 The first section of the original Encyclopaedia 
Britannica is printed.

1917 The first World Book Encyclopedia is 
published.

1981 The first digital version of Encyclopaedia 
Britannica is created for use by LexisNexis 
subscribers.

1993 Microsoft announces the availability of the 
first release of Encarta, an online encyclope-
dia on CD-ROM.

1994 Encyclopaedia Britannica is made available on 
the Internet and on CD-ROM.

1998 The complete World Book Online website is 
launched.

2001 A multilingual encyclopedia called Wikipedia 
is launched and supported in an open source 
model.

2006 Wikipedia announces that the one- 
thousandth user-written article has been 
published.

2012  Encyclopaedia Britannica is no longer  
published in print—only online.

2015 Wikipedia reports that it contains over  
5 million articles in English.

Ethical Dilemmas: Group Discussion and Debate

As a class or within an assigned group, discuss the following ethical dilemma.

When software is downloaded from the Internet and 
installed on a personal computer, it might contain 
spyware. Spyware is software that gathers infor-
mation through an Internet connection without 
the user’s knowledge. Some of the information 
commonly gathered includes the user’s keystrokes, 
hardware configuration, and Internet configuration, 
as well as data from the user’s hard drive and data 
from cookies. Typically, this information is gathered 
and sent to the spyware author, who then uses it 

for advertising purposes or sells the information to 
another party.
 Do you consider this an invasion of privacy? 
Should it be illegal to include spyware inside another 
software program? What if the software license agree-
ment includes a disclaimer that says spyware may be 
installed? Is it harmless if the information is just being 
gathered for market research? What other problems 
do you see with this technology? How might Internet 
users be protected from spyware?




